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Abstract. Stochastic models that describe interacting processes, such
as stochastic automata networks, feature a dimensionality that grows
exponentially with the number of processes. This state space explosion
severely impairs the use of standard methods for the numerical analy-
sis of such Markov chains. In this work, we discuss the approximation
of solutions by matrix product states or, equivalently, by tensor train
decompositions. Two classes of algorithms based on this low-rank de-
composition are proposed, using either iterative truncation or alternat-
ing optimization. Our approach significantly extends existing approaches
based on product form solutions and can, in principle, attain arbitrar-
ily high accuracy. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the newly
proposed algorithms are particularly well suited to deal with pairwise
neighbor interactions.

1 Introduction

Markov processes featuring high-dimensional state spaces regularly arise when
modelling processes that interact with each other. Termed communicating Mar-
kov processes in [4], this class includes queuing networks, stochastic automata
networks, and stochastic Petri nets. The need for considering the joint prob-
ability distribution for a network of stochastic processes is responsible for the
exponential growth of the state space dimension, which severely impairs the
numerical analysis of such Markov processes. For example, all standard itera-
tive solvers [2] for addressing the linear system or, equivalently, the eigenvalue
problem needed for determining the stationary probability distribution have a
complexity that scales at least linearly with the state space dimension.

The high dimensionality of the state space is usually coped with by either
performing model reduction or by exploiting the rich structure of the transition
rate matrix in the numerical solution procedure. Product form solutions repre-
sent a particularly popular reduction technique and have been successfully used
in a wide range of applications. The basic idea of this reduction is to yield a
system for which the stationary distribution factorizes into a product of distri-
butions for the individual processes. This reduced system then allows for a much
less expensive numerical treatment. General techniques for arriving at product
form solutions are described, e.g., in [18, Ch. 6]. Extensive work has been done
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on finding conditions under which such product form approach applies; see [10, 9]
for some recent results. However, its practical range of applicability is still limited
to specific subclasses. A rather different approach is based on the observation
that the transition rate matrix of a communicating Markov process can often be
represented by a short sum of Kronecker products [25]. This property can then
be exploited when performing matrix-vector multiplications or constructing pre-
conditioners [19, 20] to reduce the cost of iterative solvers significantly. Still, the
complexity scales linearly with the state space dimension.

The approach proposed in this paper can be viewed as a combination of the
two approaches above, performing (nonlinear) model reduction along with the
iterative solution. For this purpose, we exploit the fact that a vector containing
joint probabilities can be naturally rearranged into a tensor. This then allows
us to use established low-rank tensor approximation techniques [12]. Such an
approach has already been considered by Buchholz [6], using the so called CP
decomposition. As explained below, this decomposition may not always be the
best choice as it does not exploit the topology of interactions. We therefore pro-
pose the use of matrix product states (MPS) or, equivalently, TT decompositions.
Note that MPS and related low-rank tensor decompositions have already been
used for simulating stochastic systems [14, 15]. The novelty of our contribution
consists of explicitly targeting the computation of the stationary distribution for
a finite-dimensional communicating Markov process, developing and comparing
different algorithmic approaches.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will introduce
the low-rank tensor decompositions that will subsequently, in Section 3, be used
to develop efficient algorithms for computing stationary distributions. Section 4
compares the performance of these algorithms for two popular examples.

2 Low-rank decompositions of tensors

In this section, we discuss low-rank decompositions for compressing vectors.
When considering, for example, a network of d communicating finite state Markov
processes, the vector π containing the stationary distribution has length n1n2 · · ·nd,
where nµ denotes the number of states in the µth process for µ = 1, . . . , d. Quite
naturally, the entries of this vector can be rearranged into an n1×· · ·×nd array,
defining a dth order tensor X ∈ Rn1×···×nd . The entries of X are denoted by

Xi1,i2,...,id , 1 ≤ iµ ≤ nµ, µ = 1, . . . , d.

The opposite operation is denoted by vec(X ), which stacks the entries of X back
into a long vector, so that the indices of X are sorted in lexicographical order.

For d = 2, X becomes a matrix and there is a unique notion of rank, which
can be computed by the singular value decomposition (SVD) [11]. The extension
of this concept to d > 2 is by no means unique, and different notions of low rank
decompositions for tensors have been developed; see [16] for an overview.
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The CP decomposition takes the form

vec(X ) =

R∑
r=1

u(1)r ⊗ u(2)r ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(d)r =

R∑
r=1

d⊗
µ=1

u(µ)r , (1)

where each u
(µ)
r is a vector of length nµ, and ⊗ denotes the usual Kronecker

product. The tensor rank of X is the smallest R admitting such a decomposition.
The individual entries of (1) are given by

Xi1,i2,...,id =

R∑
r=1

u
(1)
r,i1

u
(2)
r,i2
· · ·u(d)r,id , 1 ≤ iµ ≤ nµ, µ = 1, . . . , d.

This reveals that tensors of rank 1 are closely related to the concept of product
form solutions.

The approximation of stationary distributions with tensors of tensor rank
R > 1 has been proposed by Buchholz [6], using a combination of greedy low-rank
and alternating optimization schemes. Despite certain theoretical drawbacks [16],
the CP decomposition has been observed to perform fairly well in practice. On
the other hand, this decomposition aims at a simultaneous separation of all d
processes. This ignores the topology of interactions between processes and may
result in relatively high ranks.

2.1 TT decomposition / Matrix product states

Low-rank decompositions that benefit from the locality of interactions are well
established in computational physics, in particular for simulating quantum sys-
tems [28, 30]. A matrix product state (MPS) takes the form

Xi1,...,id = G1(i1) ·G2(i2) · · ·Gd(id), Gµ(iµ) ∈ Rrµ−1×rµ , (2)

where r0 = rd = 1. In the numerical analysis community, this decomposition
was proposed in [23, 24] and termed tensor train (TT) decomposition. During
the last few years, MPS/TT have been used in a wide range of applications;
see [12] for a literature survey.

The decomposition (2) is closely connected to certain matricizations of X .
Let X(1,...,µ) denote the (n1 · · ·nµ) × (nµ+1 · · ·nd) matrix obtained by reshap-
ing the entries of X such that the indices (i1, . . . , iµ) become column indices
and (iµ+1, . . . , id) become row indices, sorted, again, in lexicographical order.
This operation has an important interpretation for a network of d stochastic
automata: Merging the automata 1, . . . , µ into one subsystem and the automata
µ+ 1, . . . , d into another subsystem yields a network with only two (aggregated)
automata, see Figure 1. The tensor corresponding to this network has order 2
and coincides with the matrix X(1,...,µ). The following result is well known; we
include its proof to illustrate the use of matricizations.
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Fig. 1. Network of 4 interacting automata. The aggregation of automata into two
disjoint subsystems (indicated by the dashed lines) corresponds to a matricization of
the tensor.

Lemma 1. Given a TT decomposition (2), the matricization X(1,...,µ) of X
satisfies

rank
(
X(1,...,µ)

)
≤ rµ

for every µ = 1, . . . , d.

Proof. Let us define the so called interface matrices

G≤µ =
[
G1(i1) · · ·Gµ(iµ)

]
∈ R(n1···nµ)×rµ

G≥µ+1 =
[
Gµ+1(iµ+1) · · ·Gd(id)]T ∈ R(nµ+1···nd)×rµ

(3)

Then, by definition (2), we have

X(1,...,µ) = G≤µGT
≥µ+1,

which implies the statement of the lemma since each of the factors has only rµ
columns. ut

Motivated by Lemma 1, the tuple
(
rank

(
X(1,...,µ)

))
µ=1,...,d−1 is called the TT

rank of X . Following the proof of Lemma 1, successive low-rank factorizations
can be used to compute the TT decomposition (2) of a given tensor with TT
rank r = (r1, . . . , rd−1). More importantly, by using truncated SVD, we can
truncate any tensor X to a tensor Xr of rank r verifying

‖X − Xr‖22 ≤
d−1∑
µ=1

nµ∑
j=rµ+1

σj
(
X(1,...,µ)

)2
, (4)

where the 2-norm of a tensor is defined via its vectorization and σj(·) denotes
the jth largest singular value of a matrix. In our algorithms, we will use a similar
procedure to truncate a tensor in TT decomposition to lower TT rank; see [23] for
more details. Properly implemented, this procedure takes O(dNR3) operations,
where R and N are upper bounds on the ranks and the sizes of the tensor X ,
respectively.
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2.2 Example

One fundamental assumption in all low-rank techniques is that the data (in our
case, the stationary probability distribution) can actually be well approximated
by a low-rank tensor. According to (4), this can be quantified by considering the
singular values of the matricizations – good accuracy can only be expected when
these singular values decay sufficiently fast.
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Fig. 2. Singular values of X(1,...,µ) for the stationary distribution of the large overflow
model, for d = 4 (left plot) and d = 6 (right plot).

Figure 2 displays the singular values for the relevant matricizations of the
large overflow model, one of the queuing networks studied in Section 4. We
consider both cases d = 4 with nµ = 20 states for each queue; and d = 6 with
nµ = 6 for each queue. Note that only the first half of the matricizations are
considered, as the singular values of the second half display a similar behavior.
It turns out that the singular values have a very fast decay, showing that this
model can be well approximated with very low TT ranks.

2.3 Operator TT decomposition / matrix product operator

Our algorithms will require the repeated application of the transition matrix
Q ∈ R(n1···nd)×(n1···nd) to a vector in TT decomposition. It is therefore important
to represent Q in a form that allows to perform this operation efficiently. In
principle, a sum of T Kronecker products

Q =

T∑
i=1

d⊗
µ=1

Q(i)
µ (5)

would be suitable for this purpose. However, the application of such a Q will
increase all TT ranks by the factor T . Taking into account that low TT ranks are
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decisive to attain efficiency, we prefer to work with a more suitable representation
of Q.

An operator TT decomposition, also called matrix product operator (MPO),
takes the form

Q(i1,...,id),(j1,...,jd) = A1(i1, j1) ·A2(i2, j2) · · ·Ad(id, jd), (6)

where Aµ(iµ, jµ) ∈ Rtµ−1×tµ , and t0 = td = 1. This is simply the TT decompo-
sition (2) applied to vec(Q), merging each index pair (iµ, jµ) in lexicographical

order into a single index ranging from 1 to n2µ. The tensor X̃ resulting from a

matrix-vector product with Q, vec(X̃ ) = QT vec(X ), has a simple TT decom-

position. The updated cores G̃µ are given by

G̃µ(iµ) =

nµ∑
jµ=1

Aµ(jµ, iµ)⊗Gµ(jµ) ∈ Rrµ−1tµ−1×rµtµ , iµ = 1, . . . , nµ, (7)

which shows that the TT ranks multiply.
The advantage of (6) over (5) is that the ranks tµ are often much lower

than T , especially in the case of pairwise neighbor interactions. To see this,
let us consider a typical example. The transition rate matrix has the general
representation

Q = QL + QI ,

with QL representing local transitions and QI representing interactions. The
local part always takes the form

QL =

d∑
µ=1

In1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Inµ−1 ⊗ Lµ ⊗ Inµ+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ind ,

where Lµ ∈ Rnµ×nµ contains the local transitions in the µth system. For the
large overflow model considered in Section 4.1, Lµ contains arrival and departure
rates. In this example, the matrix QI is given by∑
1≤µ1<µ2≤d

Id⊗ · · · ⊗ Iµ2+1⊗Bµ2
⊗Cµ2−1⊗ · · · ⊗Cµ1+1⊗Dµ1

⊗ Iµ1−1⊗ · · · ⊗ I1

for some matrices Bµ, Cµ, Dµ ∈ Rnµ×nµ . Hence, the CP-like decomposition (5)

of the operator Q requires T = d(d+1)
2 terms. On the other hand, by direct

calculation, it can be shown that Q admits an operator TT decomposition (6)
with the cores

A1(i1, j1) =
[
L1(i1, j1) B1(i1, j1) I1(i1, j1)

]
, Ad(id, jd) =

 Id(id, jd)Dd(id, jd)
Ld(id, jd)

 ,
and

Aµ(iµ, jµ) =

 Iµ(iµ, jµ) 0 0
Cµ(iµ, jµ) Bµ(iµ, jµ) 0
Lµ(iµ, jµ) Dµ(iµ, jµ) Iµ(iµ, jµ)

 , µ = 2, . . . , d− 1.

In particular, the corresponding TT ranks tµ are 3, for any value of d.
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3 Low-rank algorithms

In terms of the transition rate matrix Q, the computation of the stationary
distribution x requires the solution of the problem

QTx = 0, eTx = 1, (8)

where e is the vector of all ones. Clearly, a solution of (8) also solves the equiv-
alent constrained least-squares problem

min
x
{‖QTx‖22 : eTx = 1}. (9)

Remark 1. For an irreducible ergodic Markov Chain, each of the problems (8)
and (9) admits a unique solution [26, Ch. 4]. Reducible Markov Chains appear
quite frequently, e.g., this is the case for the Kanban control model considered in
Section 4.2. In this example, the states are combinations from 0 to the maximum
capacity of the queue for all types of customers. Some states are not well-defined
due to restrictions on the total number of customers. To address this, one can
eliminate combinations not verifying the restriction by ordering and filtering the
states in a specific way described in [5].

3.1 Truncated power method

A time discretization with step size ∆t > 0 results in the matrix

P = I +∆tQ,

and (8) becomes equivalent to the eigenvalue problem

PTx = x, eTx = 1. (10)

As explained in [29, Ch. 1], ∆t > 0 needs to be chosen sufficiently small to ensure
that P is a non-periodic stochastic matrix. More specifically, it is required that

0 < ∆t < (max
i
|qii|)−1.

In our experiments, we chose ∆t = 0.9999× (maxi |qii|)−1. Note that Q is only
given implicitly, in terms of the low-rank Kronecker representations (5) or (6).
For large values of d, it may not be feasible to evaluate all diagonal entries of Q.
In such cases, we use an upper bound on maxi |qii| instead. For example, when
a Kronecker product representation of the form (5) is available, an inexpensive
upper bound is given by

d∏
µ=1

∣∣[Q(1)
µ

]
ii

∣∣+ · · ·+
d∏

µ=1

∣∣[Q(T )
µ

]
ii

∣∣.
Originally proposed in [3], in combination with the CP decomposition, the

truncated power method is probably the simplest low-rank tensor method for
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solving the eigenvalue problem (10). Starting with a random vector x0 of rank
1, the jth iteration consists of computing

x̃j+1 = trunc
(
xj + trunc

(
∆tQTxj

))
, xj+1 = x̃j+1/(e

T x̃j+1).

Note that all iterates xj are represented in terms of their TT decomposition.
Since both the application of Q and the addition of two tensors increase the TT
ranks, it is mandatory to repeatedly use the operation trunc, which truncates the
tensor back to lower TT ranks within a specified tolerance; see also Section 2.1.
This truncation destroys the property eT x̃j+1 = 1, which would otherwise be
preserved by the power method. The required inner product eT x̃j+1 to restore
this normalization is inexpensive since e corresponds to a tensor of rank 1 [23].

3.2 Alternating least-squares (ALS)

A rather different approach consists of constraining the optimization problem (8)
further to the manifoldMr of tensors having fixed TT ranks r = (r1, . . . , rµ−1):

min
x∈Mr

{‖QTx‖22 : eTx = 1}. (11)

Due to the nonlinear nature ofMr, the solution of this optimization problem is
by no means simple. On the other hand, each individual core Gµ(·) enters the
TT decomposition (2) linearly and therefore the optimization with respect to
a single core (while keeping all other cores fixed) should pose no problem. To
discuss the resulting alternating least-squares (ALS) method, we require some
additional notation.

Recalling the definition (3) of interface matrices for a given TT decomposi-
tion, let

G6=µ = G≤µ−1 ⊗ Inµ ⊗G≥µ+1.

Then

x = G6=µ · gµ, where gµ = vec
([
Gµ(1), . . . , Gµ(nµ)

])
∈ Rnµrµ−1rµ .

We additionally assume that the columns of G≤µ−1 and G≥µ+1 are orthonor-
mal, which can always be achieved by the orthogonalization procedure described
in [23]. In turn, the optimization of the µth core in ALS is performed by mini-
mizing

‖QTx‖22 =
∥∥QT

(
G6=µ · gµ

)∥∥2
2

= gTµ
(
GT
6=µQQTG6=µ

)
gµ

among all gµ satisfying

eTG6=µgµ = (GT
6=µe)Tgµ = 1.

This problem can be addressed by solving the linear system[
GT
6=µQQTG6=µ ẽ

ẽT 0

] [
gµ
λ

]
=

[
0
1

]
(12)
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where ẽ = GT
6=µe is computed by performing contractions.

After (12) has been solved, the µth core of x is updated with gµ. The ALS
method continues with a left-orthonormalization of this core, followed by the
optimization of the (µ + 1)th core. A half sweep of ALS consists of processing
all cores from the left to the right until reaching µ = d. Similarly, the second
half sweep of ALS consists of processing all cores from the right to the left until
reaching µ = 1. Two subsequent half sweeps constitute a full sweep of ALS.

Remark 2. For small ranks, the reduced problem (12) is solved by explicitly
forming the matrix L = GT

6=µQQTG6=µ of size nµrµ−1rµ and utilizing a di-
rect solver. When this becomes infeasible due to large TT ranks, we should
resort to an iterative solver. As explained in [17, Sec. 3.3] the matrix L can
be represented by a short sum of Kronecker products which greatly speeds up
matrix-vector multiplications with L. Moreover, by a standard manipulation [21,
Ch. 16], the symmetric indefinite linear system (12) can be transformed into a
symmetric positive definite linear system. This allows us to apply the conjugate
gradient (CG) method to (12). In our experiments, we sometimes observed the
CG method to suffer from slow convergence. However, the construction of effec-
tive preconditioners to accelerate convergence for such reduced problems appears
to be a rather challenging task.

3.3 Local enrichment with residuals

An obvious drawback of ALS is that all TT ranks of x need to be chosen a
priori. This can be addressed by starting with very low ranks, say rµ ≡ 1,
and subsequently increasing the ranks by enriching the cores with additional
information. For the optimization problem (11), we can mimic gradient descent
by incorporating information from the residual

r = QTx.

Such an approach has been suggested by White [31] for eigenvalue problems,
and extended to linear systems by Dolgov and Savostyanov [7, 8].

As explained in Section 2.3, the tensor corresponding to r is again in TT
decomposition, with the updated cores G̃µ(·) defined in (7). The basic idea of

enrichment is to augment the µth core of x with G̃µ(·). However, augmenting
all cores in each microstep of ALS would increase the TT ranks way too quickly
and result in an inefficient algorithm. To avoid this, this procedure is modified
as follows:

1. Before the enrichment, the residual is truncated to low TT ranks, within a
specified accuracy.

2. In the µth microstep of the first half sweep, only the cores Gµ(·) and Gµ+1(·)
are augmented. In the µth microstep of the second half sweep, only the cores
Gµ(·) and Gµ−1(·) are augmented. This local enrichment benefits the next
microstep while it avoids that all TT ranks increase simultaneously. The
rank of the enrichment is fixed to 3.
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We refrain from a more detailed discussion of these points and refer to [8, 17]
for more details. Following [8], the resulting variant of ALS that allows for rank
adaptation is called AMEn.

4 Numerical Experiments

We have implemented all methods described in Section 3 – truncated power
method, ALS, and AMEn – in Matlab version 2013b. These methods are
based on the TT decomposition and we make use of functionality from the
TT-Toolbox [22]. For reference, we have also implemented the ALS method for
the CP decomposition [6], based on functionality from the tensor toolbox [1].
To distinguish between the two different ALS methods, we will denote them by
ALS-TT and ALS-CP.

We nearly always used a direct solver for addressing the reduced prob-
lems (12) in ALS-TT and AMEn. Only for one example, we applied the CG
method with an adaptive stopping criterion. The CG method is terminated when
the residual norm has been decreased by a factor of 100 relative to the current
residual norm or when the number of iterations exceeds 1000, which was fre-
quently the case.

The truncated power method and AMEn rely on repeated low-rank trunca-
tions to prevent excessive rank growth. If not stated otherwise, the tolerance for
performing this truncation is set adaptively to ‖r‖2 for the power method and
to ‖r‖2/100 for AMEn. The TT ranks used in ALS-TT are all set to the same
value, the maximum of the TT ranks of the approximate solution produced by
AMEn. In ALS-CP, we extensively tried different tensor ranks, choosing the one
exhibiting the best performance.

All computations were performed on a 12-core Intel Xeon CPU X5675 3.07
GHz with 192 GB RAM, under 64-Bit Linux version 2.6.32.

4.1 Large overflow model

This model was used to test ALS-CP in [6]. It consists of a queuing network where
customers can arrive in each of d = 6 ordered queues according to independent
Poisson processes and, in case the queue of arrival is full, they get blocked and try
to enter the next one, until finding one that is not full. If all queues turn out to be
full, the customer gets lost. The corresponding interactions are thus associated
with functional transitions, where the arrival rates of the queues depend on
the state of the previous ones (being full or not). Services follow an exponential
distribution with mean 1. The arrival rates for queues 1 to 6 are given by 1.2, 1.1,
1.0, 0.9, 0.8 and 0.7, respectively. Choosing a maximum capacity of 10 for each
queue leads to a total of 116 = 1771561 states. As the capacity of each system
is not infinite and the arrival rates depend on the states of other queues, this
model does not constitute a Jackson network [13] and therefore the product-form
approach cannot be applied.
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Table 1. Obtained execution times (in seconds) and corresponding ranks for the large
overflow model with respect to different accuracies.

Accuracy 1× 10−5 4.6× 10−6 2.2× 10−6 1× 10−6

time rank time rank time rank time rank
ALS-CP 169.0 120 430.8 180 1330.3 240 3341.4 300

Power method 35.9 12.03 47.5 13.67 61.6 15.09 78.8 17.32

ALS-TT 10.7 13.92 11.4 13.92 22.8 15.67 35.9 16.84

AMEn 4.9 12.96 4.9 12.96 9.3 14.85 12.5 15.85

AMEn (CG) 266.5 11.65 – – –

We have applied ALS-CP to the large overflow model for tensor ranks rang-
ing from 120 to 300. The obtained accuracy (in terms of the residual norm)
is displayed in the first row of Table 1. We then iterate the truncated power
method, ALS-TT, and AMEn until the same accuracy is reached. The obtained
results are shown in rows 4–7 of Table 1. For TT decompositions, the rank refers
to the effective rank reff . Following [27], reff is determined as the solution of the
equation

memory(r1, . . . , rd−1) = memory(reff , . . . , reff),

where memory(r1, . . . , rd−1) is the amount of storage needed by a TT decompo-
sition with TT ranks r1, . . . , rd−1. All algorithms attained the target accuracy
except for AMEn (CG), which refers to AMEn with the reduced problems solved
by the CG method. In this case, convergence stagnated and AMEn was stopped
after 10 full sweeps, reaching an accuracy of 3.622 × 10−5. Due to the lack of
an effective preconditioner for CG, the reduced problems could not be solved to
sufficient accuracy. This renders the use of the CG method unattractive and we
therefore not consider it in the following experiments.

The execution times of ALS-CP are much higher compared to the times of the
TT-based algorithms. This is mainly due to the fact that the number of terms

in the Kronecker product representation (5) of the operator is T = d(d+1)
2 = 21,

while the TT ranks of the operator TT decomposition (6) are 3, see Section 2.3.
Among the TT-based algorithms, AMEn is clearly the best and the power

method appears to offer the poorest performance. This picture changes, how-
ever, when demanding higher accuracies. This results in higher TT ranks and
consequently makes the solution of the reduced problems in AMEn and ALS-TT
more expensive. For example, when demanding an accuracy of 10−8, the trun-
cated power method requires 275 seconds, ALS-TT 1120 seconds, and AMEn
367 seconds.

The left plot of Figure 3 shows how the residual norm evolves for AMEn and
ALS-TT during the microiterations. Note that one microiteration corresponds to
the optimization of one core in the TT decomposition. Not surprisingly, ALS-TT
converges faster as it uses the maximal TT ranks right from the first sweep. This
picture changes significantly when considering the evolution with respect to the
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the residual norm with respect to the number of microiterations
and with respect to the accumulated execution time (in seconds) for ALS-TT and
AMEn applied to the large overflow model.

accumulated execution time in the right plot of Figure 3. AMEn operates with
much smaller TT ranks during the first sweeps, making them less expensive and
resulting in a smaller total execution time despite the fact that the total number
of sweeps is higher.

Reduced arrival rates. We now divide the arrival rates by 2. This significantly
decreases the execution times. To attain an accuracy of about 10−8, the trun-
cated power method now requires only 14 seconds, ALS-TT requires 11 seconds,
and AMEn 4.9 seconds. With 32 seconds, ALS-CP is still the slowest method.

Exploring AMEn. Since the experiments above clearly reveal the advantages of
AMEn, we investigate its performance for high-dimensional problems in more
detail. For this purpose, we reduce the maximum capacity to 2 customers in each
queue, that is nµ ≡ 3, and target an accuracy of 10−5. We vary the number of
queues from d = 7 to d = 24. Service rates are 1 for all queues while the arrival
rates have been adjusted to 12−0.1×i

8 for the ith queue. To avoid convergence
problems, the tolerance for performing low-rank truncations has been decreased
to ‖r‖2/1000.

Figure 4 reveals how the execution time and the effective TT rank grow as
d increases. The ranks appear to grow less than linearly, while the times seem
to grow proportionally with d4. This is due to the need for solving the reduced
problems, which require O(r6) operations when using a direct solver. Note that
the largest Markov chain is associated with a total of 324 ≈ 2.82 × 1011 states,
which is clearly infeasible for standard solvers. In contrast, AMEn requires less
than 2000 seconds to obtain a good approximation of the solution.
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Fig. 4. Execution time in seconds (left plot) and effective rank (right plot) for AMEn
applied to the large overflow model with d = 7, 8, . . . , 24 queues.

4.2 Kanban control model

We now consider the Kanban control model [5], where customers arrive in the
first queue, being then served in sequence until the last queue, leaving the net-
work afterwards. We assume an infinite source – there is automatically a new
arrival when the first queue is not full. A customer that finishes the service and
experiences that the next queue is full needs to wait in the current queue.

We choose d = 12 queues, each with a maximum capacity of one customer.
Services follow an exponential distribution with mean 1. The time spent traveling
from one queue to the next is also exponential, with expected value 1

10 . For the
queues 2 to 11, one needs to distinguish the type of customer (already served,
waiting to move to the next queue, or no customer), so that there are 3 possible
states. We therefore have, in total, 2 × 310 × 2 = 236196 states. The resulting
matrix operator has TT rank 4 and CP rank 3d − 2 = 34. The tolerance for
performing low-rank truncations is again decreased to ‖r‖2/1000 for AMEn.

Table 2. Obtained execution times (in seconds) and corresponding ranks for the Kan-
ban control model.

Accuracy time rank

ALS-CP 2× 10−3 3024.7 200

Power method 1× 10−5 314.5 20.95

ALS-TT 1× 10−5 624.9 39.51

AMEn 1× 10−5 200.8 28.02
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Table 2 shows that the execution times for the Kanban control model are
clearly higher than the ones for the large overflow model, see Table 1, despite
the fact that there is a smaller total number of states. For ALS-CP, we needed
to stop the algorithm before reaching the target accuracy of 10−5, to avoid
an excessive consumption of computational resources. In contrast to the large
overflow model, this model features interactions between non-consecutive queues,
as a customer has to go through all queues before leaving the system. This non-
neighbor interaction can be expected to lead to the observed higher TT ranks.
The largest TT rank of the approximate solution for this model is 47, while the
TT ranks for the large overflow model never exceed 30, even for d = 24.

5 Conclusions and future work

We have proposed three algorithms for approximating stationary distributions
by low-rank TT decompositions: the truncated power method, ALS and AMEn.
Preliminary numerical experiments with stochastic automata networks that fea-
ture a fairly simple topology of interactions demonstrate that these methods,
in particular AMEn, can perform remarkably well for very high-dimensional
problems. They clearly outperform an existing approach based on CP decompo-
sitions.

Having obtained approximate stationary distributions in low-rank TT de-
composition, it is comparably cheap to compute statistics of the solution. For
example, the marginal probabilities of a particular queue are obtained by par-
tial contractions with the vector of all ones, involving a cost that is negligible
compared to the rest of the computation.

A bottleneck of ALS-TT and AMEn is that they use a direct solver for the
reduced problems, which becomes rather expensive for larger TT ranks. Our
future work will therefore focus on the further development of preconditioned
iterative methods to address this issue. Being able to deal with larger TT ranks
will then also allow us to study networks with a more complicated topology of
interactions.

While our algorithms are designed to guarantee that the entries of the ap-
proximate solution sum up to one, the preservation of nonnegativity is another
crucial aspect that remains to be addressed.

Acknowledgments. We thank Peter Buchholz for helpful discussions.
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